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1. We demand a European Youth Commission (EYC) to ensure young voices are heard in the European 
  Parliament. A Youth Commissioner will be delegated by the EYC.

2. We want the competitive nature of the current educational system to be changed and we want to make 
  vocational professions more attractive. Additional mental health services must also be provided to help the 
  struggling youth and to break the taboo around mental illnesses.

3.3. We want the EU to increase awareness, recognize, ensure and protect human and civil rights within the EU,  
  by ensuring the right to have a family, diminish hate speech towards minorities, ensuring equal rights and   
  accessibility for people with disabilities and ensuring advocacy for women’s rights.

4. We demand the creation of a European folk high school which should be based in Grundtvig’s theories 
  including talks and debates about politics, human rights, democracy and other subjects that are important   
  for the European youth.  

5.5. We want to repeal the Dublin Regulation and create an alternative in which the EU countries contribute    
  fairly with a standardized reception procedure, where individual integration plans are implemented for    
  everyone.  

6. We want the European Union to fund integration activities involving refugees and communities at a local    
  level, promote topic-related programs in schools and universities, and spread good practices against 
  discrimination in the media and politics.

7.7. We demand a diverse and environmental transition in the food and agriculture sector. We want to change   
  the subsidy system and shift production in favour of plant-based food production. 

8. We demand within the next 5 years, that transport in the EU shifts from cars and planes to an extensive and  
  accessible public transport system that is powered by renewable energies.  

9. We demand European institutions to change the way we approach international trade, focusing not only on  
  economic, but also on sustainable values, and with a multilateral approach. And we demand the EU to     
  revise and change its policies in Development Aid and increase the aid budget. 

10.10. We demand European institutions to implement a common, coherent and unified foreign, security and 
  defense policy, by engaging in a constructive dialogue with the USA, China and Russia leading to peaceful   
  solutions.
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